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COLLECTION

EDUCATION

WASHROOM & LOCKER
SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION
Aaztec are fully committed to raising the standard of
school washrooms nationwide. We have worked directly
with schools for over 25 years and have an unrivalled
understanding of the demand of a washroom in an
educational environment. We work with bursars and
estate teams to provide outstanding washroom facilities,
helping with product selection, layout design and cost
reduction during refurbishment schemes.
It is important to provide clean, safe and hygienic
washrooms for children in all levels of education. A
priority for preparatory schools is to provide fun but safe
and welcoming washrooms as they play a crucial part in a
child’s personal development. A safe environment is still
required at a more senior level but older students require
a more modern and sleek look with durability and privacy
in mind.
Modern washroom facilities can enable schools to provide
washrooms that expose users to fewer germs, conserve
water, use energy more efficiently and clean surfaces
more effectively.
Aaztec offers a full design service to ensure every
cubicle or washroom fits your exact needs in terms of
look, feel, materials and durability. We can also advise
on DDA compliance and provide finishes and fittings to
complement and enhance any design or colour scheme.
The high-tech manufacturing capabilities at our factory

enable Aaztec to produce any volume of product, from
a highly bespoke ‘one off’ piece, to large quantities for
high footfall areas. Every item we produce has our quality
guarantee for complete customer satisfaction.
Our accreditations and proficiency enable us to deliver
supply only products for contractors to install or manage
complete installation or refurbishment projects from
start to finish. Our installation teams are highly skilled,
experienced and committed to ensuring that your
washroom products are fitted correctly, and you are
entirely satisfied.
Aaztec is a strategic partner trusted by construction
professionals, facility managers and business owners
to deliver excellent service and value throughout every
stage of a project.
For advice on design or help with product selection,
please contact the Aaztec team today:
Tel: 01423 326400
Fax: 01423 325115
Email: sales@aaztec.com

www.aaztec.com

Aaztec Cubicles
Becklands Close
Bar Lane
Boroughbridge
North Yorkshire
YO51 9NR

Use our knowledge to your advantage.
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*Please note all washroom photographs seen in this
brochure are of actual projects completed by Aaztec
Cubicles and are not rendered images.

CASE STUDIES

BOOTHAM
SCHOOL
4

Aaztec’s MARINE cubicles and TRIDENT
lockers at Bootham School, York

BOOTHAM SCHOOL

CASE STUDIES

Founded by Quakers in 1823 and based in the heart of York, Bootham is a friendly,
inclusive and highly distinctive co-educational day and boarding school of 600
pupils, aged 3-18. The school pride themselves on their commitment to the
individual needs of each pupil and the excellent facilities they can offer their
students; and the lockers and washrooms are no exception.
As part of the estate’s refurbishment programme, Aaztec worked on a unique
project to locate 148 senior school lockers under an external canopy in the
playground area. The lockers had to be vandal resistant, waterproof, resilient to
varying temperatures and sunlight, as well as being user friendly and simple to
operate. The refurbishment programme also included work on the washrooms in
the senior school area. Colourful Marine SGL cubicles were specified, along with
Solid Surface wash trough vanity units and stylish sensor taps, giving a clean and
contemporary look.
Craig Pierotti, the Estates Manager at Bootham School commented “The client
changed the plan towards the end of the design period and Aaztec bent over
time despite many modification requests. We’re delighted with the results and
student feedback has been excellent. I would definitely recommend them to any
school considering new washrooms or lockers.”

01423 326400

backwards to accommodate the new plan requests and completed the project on
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COLFE’S
SCHOOL
6

Aaztec’s TRIDENT lockers with MARINE &
PENGUIN cubicle ranges at Colfe’s School, London

COLFE’S SCHOOL

CASE STUDIES

Founded in 1652, Colfe’s School is a progressive and vibrant co-educational
independent day school in Horn Park, south-east London. The dynamic school
favours innovation therefore modern washroom and locker facilities were top
priorities in their various refurbishment programmes.
Aaztec’s Penguin cubicles with ski-slope top doors were installed in the nursery
in a vivid multi-coloured design, whilst our popular Marine range cubicles were
selected for senior student washrooms, as well as staff washrooms, shower and
changing areas. Aaztec were also able to supply unique solid surface worktop
units which were paired with barstools and used in student common rooms and
study areas. Another major project at the school was the installation of 282 lockers
banked along an outside corridor space. Trident lockers were the ideal choice as
they had to be durable, vandal resistant, UV resistant, waterproof and user-friendly.
Martin Scobie, Operations Director at Colfe’s School commented “Aaztec’s
facilities are smart, bright, colourful and our students really enjoy using them.
The lockers are particularly favoured amongst our pupils as they not only look
fantastic but have made the outside corridor a now well-used area. We are
delighted with the finished results and have received nothing but praise from our
students, staff and visitors.”

sales@aaztec.com

products are always of excellent value and the highest quality. Our washroom
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ROYAL RUSSELL
SCHOOL
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Aaztec’s MARINE cubicles at Royal Russell
School, Surrey
Royal Russell School was founded in 1853, and is set on a 110 acre parkland
campus in Surrey, just 30 minutes from Central London. Royal Russell is proud

ROYAL RUSSELL SCHOOL

CASE STUDIES

to have enjoyed Royal Patronage from its foundation and prides itself on being a
happy, vibrant and forward-looking community that provides their students with
an outstanding range of exciting opportunities.
A new boarding house was developed in 2017 and Aaztec products were selected
to be installed in the washrooms, shower rooms and laundry storage areas.
Marine SGL cubicles were selected for both the washrooms, in a contemporary
mint green and grey colour scheme, and the shower areas in a woodgrain and
grey colour scheme. The same hardwearing material was used for the laundry
storage units where the boarding students can collect their clean laundry.
Colin Leggatt, Assistant to Director of Operations, commented “We are absolutely
delighted with the washrooms Aaztec produced for our new boarding house. They
are modern, stylish, practical and have been warmly received by our students
facilities and would not hesitate to use them again for future projects.”

www.aaztec.com

and staff. We would recommend Aaztec to any school looking to redevelop their
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THE PERSE SCHOOL

CASE STUDIES

Aaztec’s TRIDENT lockers with MARINE & PENGUIN cubicle ranges at
The Perse School, Cambridge
Founded in 1615, The Perse School is a traditional yet innovative co-educational independent day
school based in the city of Cambridge. Alongside their academic credentials, the health and happiness
of their 1,580 students is of high importance and creating a safe and vibrant school environment is key.
The Perse School have selected Aaztec to provide their washroom and lockers solutions on various
projects for many years. Our Penguin range cubicles were installed in the Pelican nursery in a calming
blue and white colour scheme, whilst vibrant oranges and reds were selected in our Marine range for
the washrooms in the Upper school’s theatre block. Aaztec have also supplied lockers in all shapes
and sizes, from book lockers in outside corridor spaces to kit lockers and benches in the sports hall.
Aaztec were also able to supply storage cubes for the sixth form common room to provide additional
safe spaces for students to keep their belongings.
Jackie Sharpe, Estates Manager at The Perse School commented “Aaztec’s SGL cubicle and locker
ranges are a proven high quality, durable product from a trusted provider that we have worked with
for years and we are always able to tailor them to suit our exact needs. We would highly recommend

01423 326400

Aaztec to any school looking to refurbish or install new toilet and locker facilities.”
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THE PERSE
SCHOOL

Aaztec’s MARINE cubicles and SHOWERPODS
at Worksop College, Nottinghamshire
Worksop College was founded in the late 1890’s and is set in the heart of North
Nottinghamshire’s rural landscape. With their focus firmly on progress and pupils’
individual aspirations and futures, the quality of their facilities is an important

WORKSOP COLLEGE

CASE STUDIES

aspect of creating an exceptional environment.
Aaztec have worked with the Worksop team on several washroom refurbishments
over the past eight years, including three boarding house wet room
refurbishments and most recently, a high quality refurbishment of the visitor
toilets. The school wanted a reliable product and selected solid grade laminate
for their washrooms along with solid surface Corian vanity units to ensure lasting
results and durability.
Ian Barnes, Director of Operations at Worksop College, commented “We have
used Aaztec for our washroom solutions for many years. They consistently provide
a top-quality product and continue to exceed our expectations. The team are
always on hand to give helpful advice and we would highly recommend them to

WORKSOP
COLLEGE

sales@aaztec.com

any school looking to develop their washroom and boarding facilities.”
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CUBICLES & VANITY UNITS

Stylish, durable and versatile; we offer
a wide range of CUBICLES for all
educational environments
We manufacture our cubicles in a variety of different materials to
suit the individual requirements and budgets of our customers.
Solid grade laminate is highly recommended for school
environments due to its durable and waterproof nature.
Our Penguin and Jungle ranges of cubicles are ideal for
preparatory schools as they can accommodate differing door

CUBICLES & VANITY UNITS

heights for supervision and privacy requirements. Senior students
require a more modern and sleek look with durability in mind so
our Marine range is most popular. The level of privacy required
increases as does the level of use so here we can offer different
options for floor to ceiling units, which are also ideal for changing
and shower areas in boarding houses and swimming pools.

CUBICLES

VANITY UNITS are available to suit
our complete range of cubicles and
washroom systems
Vanity units are available using our complete range of materials
including solid grade laminate and high pressure laminate. They
can also be constructed from solid surface materials such as
Corian, as well as an innovative range of recycled materials.
They are available in various heights and depths, suitable for
various basin styles and even compatible with solid surface or

www.aaztec.com

stainless wash troughs, ideal for educational environments.
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VANITY UNITS

DUCT, ACCESS & WALL PANELS

DUCT PANELS to conceal pipework
and complete the design
Aaztec’s duct panels can be manufactured in a variety of our
panel materials to complement and enhance any washroom.
These panels provide space for concealed cisterns, thermostatic
valves or general pipework, maintaining a designed appearance
and providing a clean, attractive finish to the walls.
They can be fitted with or without flash gaps, in contrasting or
fastened or lockable to best suit your maintenance preferences.

DUCT & ACCESS PANELS

Aesthetic and easy to clean
WALL PANELS
Wall panels are a popular way to replace tiles and decorated

D U CT, AC C E SS & WA L L PA N E L S

matching colours. Panels can be push fit, lift off, hinged, securely

walls with a hard wearing, and in most cases, a waterproof
surface that’s hygienic and easy to clean with no grout lines to
harbour mould and bacteria.
The panels come in a wide range of surface finishes and
colours to complement any washroom interior and are ideal

WALL PANELS

01423 326400

for wet shower areas.
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SANITARYWARE, ACCESSORIES & FURNITURE

An extensive range of stylish
sanitaryware and washroom
ACCESSORIES

S A N I TA R Y WA R E , A C C E S S O R I E S & F U R N I T U R E

We supply many leading brands of sanitaryware, from full ranges
to individual pieces. From wall hung pans to eco flushing cisterns,
sensor taps to practical wash troughs, showers to urinals – Aaztec
have the ideal solution.
Washroom accessories are available to match and complement all
of Aaztec’s cubicle and panel ranges, such as energy efficient hand
driers and automatic soap and paper towel dispensers.

SANITARYWARE & ACCESSORIES
Bespoke FURNITURE; anything
from a single desk to a complete
FF&E package
With Aaztec Furniture, we can supply anything from
a single desk to a complete FF&E package
We can create bespoke items to fit exact spaces and individual
requirements right through to equipping an entire school.
Everything from tables and desks, chairs and seating, early
years furniture through to storage solutions,
science labs and IT teaching rooms.
Just as every school, college or academy is unique, so are the
solutions we can offer. We can work closely with you from the

sales@aaztec.com

design stage through to delivery and installation or, if you prefer, can
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offer on a supply only basis for you to set out and install yourselves.

FURNITURE

LOCKERS, BENCHES & SHOWERPODS

Strong and secure, our wide range
of LOCKERS and BENCHES are
perfect for changing room and
cloakroom areas
Lockers come in a huge range of configurations, ranging from
standard to heavy duty use, suitable for wet or dry environments,
can be incorporated into changing areas or ‘banked’ along an
outside wall.
Made-to-measure, our bench systems provide exceptional longlife solutions for cloakroom and changing rooms.

LOCKERS & BENCHES
Fully enclosed SHOWERPODS
maximise both space and privacy
Fully enclosed showerpods maximise both space and privacy
Aaztec are partnering with Taplanes to bring you shower
facility solutions for your washroom project. The pods provide
a completely waterproof and private environment in which to
shower. Size, shape and specification details can be tailored

LOCKERS, BENCHES & SHOWERPODS

and mini ones designed to store small personal valuables. These

to suit.
We can provide and external façade to seamlessly integrate
the pods and complement the overall washroom design.
Shower pods are ideal for modernising existing communal

SHOWERPODS

www.aaztec.com

showering facilities where privacy is essential.
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Aaztec Associates Limited,
Becklands Close, Boroughbridge,
North Yorkshire, YO51 9NR
T: 01423 326400
F: 01423 325115
E: sales@aaztec.com

www.aaztec.com

Our Services:
•

Product Advice

•

Site Surveys

•

Design Studio

•

Colour Sample Service

•

Supply Only or Supply & Installation

01423 326400

•
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After Sales Support

Our policy is one of continued improvement, and we reserve the right to change designs
and specifications at any time without notice. All colours and finishes in this brochure are
as accurate as printing processes will allow and are not to be used for matching purposes.
© Copyright Aaztec Associates Ltd 2018

